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PEOPLE S PARKING LOT

Haste Makes Waste

ittat

n-

By Nancy Roberts
UC Berkley

PNr
the
lean;

Whatever happened to Peo
pie's Park? You reluctant parttime residents of Stockton may
be wondering. Or you may not
be, but it makes a good story.

«

I first laid eyes on People's
Park last April during a day
long escape to Berkley from my
beloved Alma Mater on the
Calaveras. Only I didn't know
it was then disguised as a va
cant lot bounded by Bowditch,
Haste and Dwight streets south
of the UC campus.
It was OK as vacant lots go—
beer cans, old Barbs and Daily
Cals, and lots of nice dirt. But
it wasn't, shall we say, one of
the city's major scenic attrac
tions.
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Then a group of people—students, street kids, radicals —
saw through the vacant lot dis
guise and, by waving a magic
wand called hard work, revealed
the true nature of the land to
'be a People's Park.

Little Foxes
Opens Tonight
By Darell Shaffer
"The Little Foxes", by Lillian
lellman, opens Nov. 7, at the
Itockton Civic. Playing weeknds til Dec. 7. The drama feaures Jean Siler in the footsteps
f Tallulah Bankhead ('39), Anne
ancoft ('67).

'67 critics said the play wasn't
utdated. Maybe, a study in evil,
(urn of the century southern
Imily, ruthlessly getting rich,
,TEIN (hem against the world. They
cplolt. They fight. Each other.
[Hubbard family — two broth
E C<$. h and a sister. Money hungry.
Irs Siler, the sister. Donovan
BELL ummings,
her husband. He
(ETH A pes to stop her. Mrs. Siler, the
|urderer. The brother, driving
LON
wife to alcohol. For money
ley stop at nothing. Helped
lake this country great.

A

0
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Jerry Rodgers and Gene Wise
•r as brothers. Dorothy Woolser as the stranger. Jenith
res as daughter of sister Siler.
Lukin as younger brother.
Irold Govett as yankee visitor.
Ima Ferguson
and
Cleo
J| own, servants. Kay Smith.
1 iretor.
Reservations by phone, 463m 13, or P. O. box 1701 Stockton,
fif s come. Plays go. Go.

The beer cans and newspap
ers vanished. Trees and flowers
grew, and grass in several var
ieties carpeted the open space.
There were food and music and
games for children of all ages.
In stepped the Regents of UC,
who said the land did not be
long to the people but to them.
And they liked it better disguis
ed as a vacant lot.
The young people did not give
up their park easily. Police and
National
Guardsmen
fought
with them In the streets of
Berkley. They killed a man
named James Rector and blind
ed another man, an artist.
The Regents got their va
cant lot back. They built a fence
around it and guarded it all
summer.
NEW DISGUISES
On Monday, October 13, the
Regents re-opened People's Park
in two new disguises. In one
corner: Haste Field! A healthy,
recreational soccer - playing
place.
But no one will play soccer
on it.
The Inter-Fraternity
Council resolved by a 30-1 vote
to boycott the field and request
ed
that intramural games
scheduled on Haste Field be
relocated.

CONGRESS ACTS!
WASHINGTON — (CPS) — An
"emergency
insured
student
loan bill has finally received
Congressional approval and is
currently awaiting
President
Nixon's signature
The bill would permit private
lenders to receive interest sub
sidies of up to 3 percent be
yond the 7 percent limitation on
interest imposed under existing
laws.
It also directs the Secretary
of HEW to determine if lenders
have discriminated against bor
rowers by not doing business
with them. The Secretary is to
report his findings to Congress
March 1 and take remedial steps
if he finds that a substantial
number of students are subject
to discrimination.
The bill increases authoriza
tions for National Defense stu
dent loans, educational oppor
tunity grants, and college workstudy funds in fiscal years 1970
and 1971.

Symphony Tuesday

The sixty piece UOP Sym
phony Orchestra will present its
first concert of the year on Tues
day, November 11, at 8:15 p.m.
Other intramural teams have in the Conservatory Auditorium.
refused to use ex-People's Park
The program will consist of
as a playing field. As of now, "Andante: Allegro ma non tropno games have been played on po" from Schubert's Symphony
it.
no. 9 in C, "Mother Lode Suite"
by Conservatory graduate stu
In the other corner: a park dent Max Simoncic, "First Essay"
ing lot! All that nonfunctional
by Barber, Sarbanda, Giga e
shrubbery torn out and replaced
Badinerie" by Corelli, and the
with good sturdy asphalt.
"Romeo and Juliet Suite" by
But no one will park there.
Prokofieff.
The UC administration offered
to lease the lot as a moneyThe concert is open to the
making venture to a black com public at no charge.
munity organization, New Op
portunities for Workers.
NOW said no in a public state
ment accusing the University
of exploiting tension between
the black community and street
people.
No one will use People's Park
in its present manifestation.
The students body senate has
asked the administration and
Regents to "return the land to
the community to be used as
it was prior to May 15, 1969. as
a place of friendship and beau
ty.
The Daily Cal, a fairly con
servative
paper by Berkley
standards, editorialized: "We as
a community should recommit
ourselves to the Park — we will
not walk back to the Haste site,
(SEE P. 3, COL. 3)

Black Theater

Delta College Ethnic Students
presents Black Theatre opening
November 12 and continuing the
13, 15, and 16. Two contempor
ary plays. "The Dutchman" by
Leroi Pones and "Mission Ac
complished" by Ben Caldwell
will be performed under the di
rection of John Choice, the di
rector of the Black Theatre.
Choice hopes to have a Reader's
Theatre production for the open
ing night performance.
Four Black males are still
needed.
Anyone
interested
should submit their names to
Ethnic Students, Quonset D2 or
come directly to rehearsal this
afternoon, in the Speech Arts
Building, or Room N1 or 15.

NO NEWS
IS
GOOD NEWS
i

i
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Choleric" Candidate
Doesn't Dodge Draft
LOS ANGELES—(CPS) — "Per
haps it's time for a younger
man. I feel a little more choler
ic, a little more frustrated as
the years go by with some of
the more asinine antics of some
young people."
After 23 years as President of
Claremont Men's College, Dr.
George C. S. Benson announced
last May he was stepping down
because it was time for a young
er man. But now, according to
press speculation, Benson is
about to take over the lead
ership of the Selective Service
System, finally lost by General
Lewis B. Hershey.
Benson supposedly is being
appointed because President
Nixon wants an educator who
would fit in with administra
tion . Benson fills the bill. Long
active in Republican politics, he
was co-chairman of a 1960 group
called
"Southern
California
Scholars for Nixon-Lodge."
He has long coupled a basic
conservatism with strong sup
port of the military. Despite
this, he is generally respected
on the campus he began. Paul
Hesnick, editor of the campus
newspaper, says that "Benson
was very conservative, but he
was always fair and honest.
Students had a lot of respect
for him."
When Benson first came to
Claremont in 1964, CMC had
not yet opened its doors and
assets were less than $50,000.
When he left this September,
there were 800 students and as
sets had climbed to $25 million.
CMC is frequently recognized as
one of the 10 best independent
men's colleges in the country.
Benson long favered cracking
down on students, and while he
never did hand out overly puni
tive sentences, he made it clear
he fished he could. Spaking last
May, he looked back over his
career:
"Students have changed, and
there's been a shift in the bal
ance of power. 15 years ago. if
we heard there was a threat of
a panty raid, I'd go out and
tell the students 'If you go down
to the woman's dorm, I'll throw
you out.' "
"Now the President is reduced
to something like a political
leader. He cant suspend or ex
pell students. It goes to through
a faculty-student tribunlal."
"The faculty has more power,
and until the faculties stiffen
up, the disruption on campuses
will continue. It's a question of

toughness. You know, do you
have backbone."
Despite the fact that he holds
a Ph. D. in Political Science, and
taught at Harvard, Chicago,
Michigan and
Northwestern,
/acuities never were among his
favorite groups. In December,
1948, having been president of
CMC for over two years, Benson
waded into the fight over com
munism on the campus, issuing
something less than a ringing
defense of academic freedom.
"Most professors are not red.
Few of them are consciously
t)ink. But many, perhaps most
of them, have encouraged stud
ent pinkness by failing to stress
the more significant values of
the American tradition.
Much of Europe's present dif
ficulties are due to the thorough
l^ermeation of the intellectuals
With Marxist ideas. Although
few seditious professors have
been turned up by the Comjnitee on un-American Activities,
its lists of suspects have cer
tainly included a substantial
Dumber of highly educated men
pnd women."
Benson went on to stress the
academic failure to present a
positive view of American civi
lization, noting that many pro
fessors presented American de
mocracy as just one of several
forms of government.
"And too often. "Benson con
tinued, "the professor keeps
right
on professing, year in
and year out, without mud
dying his feet in the swamp
of practicality. This leads to a
lack of realism in my academic
brethren, which often leads to
leftism."
Leftism never Infected Ben
son, and he did his best to keep
it away from his college. In 1958,
he explained that, "We have the
greatest system mankind has
developed — indivilual
free
dom. That's why here at CMC
we try to teach politics and bus
Iness policy together: in other
words, political economy in a
free society."
Businessmen have long been
Benson's favorite group, one
which he hoped would oppose
the
encroachments of big
government and collectivism. In
1960, he told the Calif. Mort
gage Banker's Association that
there was a "pressing need for
businessmen to get out and take
a more active role in politics to
help preserve our way of life."
The threat to our way of
life," was from the left, in Ben
(SEE P. 2, COL. 1)
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EDITORIAL

A Lethal Lullaby

TIGER GUIDE — NOV. T-ll
H^MO-West coast Tour^

Anderson Y Student - Faculty

^f^Jh'analyzed
to
thoush ab ut the
nly death.

intermural Tennis Tournament
HTPP
7;30—Elbert Covell Film, WPC
Auditorium
8:30 — coffee House - Peace
Union Anderson Y

MR. NIXON AND THE MORATORIUM
By the time this issue goes

'

°

°

^

Support Student Apathy

,ftn those activists on campus wh
ing We think that
SL me not involved with whats^ own business.
Sese pushy, radical Commies ough^ ^ up early in the mornIt shows the President is
to the most people,
Who are they to tell us tha
i n behind an empty box, when
war, to end it in a manner
attack from both sides—"more
„ tn march in a funeral processio
between classes. We
Unfortunately, it left ^ op
„more puSsyfootin' " from the
SSmS
So
less!
we
®
.or a peace v,g».
Saturday,
Nov.
8
do-nothingism" from the lef
been considered part of the
Football - San Diego State> vs
right. While ambiguity
get is in bed.
n0 exception, it is hard
ao„.t
UOP at San Diego, 8.00
President's personal style, and. t
m this case. After
After all, the only P
about lack of communipicture him taking any otheir type <)M>o
divided people,
The
other
day
we
hemd
of
a
g
_P
^
Qne
wh0 is going to tell
Water Polo—West Coast Tour
all, here he is, the footed official^m^ ^^ ^
ld trycations
on
this
here
campus
_
q{ mis smoke screen that the
nament,
at
UCSB
commander-in-chief of the m
P
an untenable posi^ get up t0 fool us. Let s
Anderson Y Student - Faculty us that we can't read. Let ssg^e
PSA communications commission
^ Qf
fUnctions be
KICK'S Ss
and he
symp»tty.
Retreat
set
the
record
straight,
we
didn
t
m
it was worth
feel
12:00 and 2:00 — Soccer UOP
on tn, otter hand, .era seema
vs UC Berkley here, also J\ cause we didn't know abou,J ^J^piained that he spent
Nixon has never been famous
^ letting the enemy make
ft to go. Roy Blocher, the PSA. W^t, to get their PSA cards,
game
it appears that here,
. .' is ad he really can do. Much
hours preparing aPPPomtmen
go t0 Speak, and they arent
all the decisions. Admittedi y,
position of strength; Sunday, Nov. 9
So what? The football season
as he would like to e
\Q ^ake one thing very
intramural Tennis Tourna good for anything else.
.oner complains that nothe enemy holds all the i
dQn,t fight us> we won't fight them.
ment
. .
Judy McCtaiaghm,
^ spent hours printing
11:00 a.m. — University Parish,
body came to her big el
S%santhethetence1of what
ZT™ war
use and then went so far as to
Chapel
and posting election sign
dQwn the posters to use in their
jl-OO _ catholic Folk Mass
»>»'«°«> l t ; w B * 3 ' w e M U e v e a
accuse the students of tearing
^ ^ was talking about. We
rooms.
We
really
dont;
kno
nobody eise would vote, so why
L the last three
-^^3?^ Tuesday, Nov. 11
t^se elections posters look great
11:00 a.m. — Chapel,
Th,
has been, did the Moratonum^o^y
new t£) gay
Church and Change, Tea
his war policy, one might have wondered wh,
^
Mclllvena, Glide Foundation under black lightt.)
8
i5
_
orchestra
Concert,
Con
:
he scheduled such a big production.
^
Our PSA vice president, ^^^l^fchoolwhose students are
servatory
versity of the Pacific is a^quie , m_only if you want it to be that
it was general BbaMMvho said^if ^Twho'said, "I am
9:00 — Callison College Film.
oblivious to the world aro
t &nd peaceful; and that's
WPC Auditorium
way!" That's the way it is, all g
^ retains itg huge foiiowthe way it will remain asiong
the pressures of
ft ,s traditional taow
whit the, do mem B,
don't mean, by way of letti g y
affected by anti-war demsocietjf
- contend with?
saying that he has not and m1 not be a
.g attempting to
onstration, the Preside^ adm.tte.i the^ o[ ^^.
We now turn to one^oi^th^c.
rousers—The
Anderson Y
'
involved in perspiration- pro
peace, and
of late to get the campus P°P
pvents. Don't let the success of
SKS SSS£S^P° the course c, the
ducing (both mentalandP y
brought in outside agitators
By Randy Dale
these operations fool you. The
shipped in at great exESS movement in the same period.
and
a
special
crew
oi
'
^^LTw^s
successful. We
rat lriri ourselves- the President's speech was a direct
Let us not kid ouraewes,
through this obvious
being exerted on him by
The recent Faculty Forum crew pense just to make theu- fiasco
response to the ^assroo^P
able to retnrougR lhe peacelul dlscontributer by Mr. Lachtman bope that the student
of accomplishment: "Apathy Can
amazed me greatly. I fmd it
very difficult to believe that a
r UIII
£
£
o
f h i s - s i l e n t m a j o r i t y person qualified to instruct col Be Fun!"
ais suppuiu
No„ that we have pretty
.
prpcident Nixon must decide the proper lege level students could be so
In the fmal analys^ ,
oblivious to the clear reasoning
have reached a conclusion owe it
•ice of peace But thra
individual citizen is truly the put forth by Dr. Morearty.

we

could call it is characteristic.

^ ^

5^•srsvs&«a sssss.
2%2

'JS «

£?E£

AHD THE HITS
JUST
KEEP ON COKING

Dr. Morearty justly questioned
a facet of this institution of
learning that makes up a huge
ilence sings a lethal lullaby.
—Frank Strauss portion of its expenditures.
1ttUtSoSh cotton anh grape p«WJ «»«
Athletics on this school enjoys
an artificial vigor unwarranted they stay in their ghetto and I in mine, everything is just fine.
by student and faculty support.
All of these examples show how us fun seekersarebeingg
Of course, we have a winning
secuted
and exploited for our talents when actually they
,
football team—how many dollars
in education's tent. Both history
J
have been spent for each point needed. The campus and the world still go on proK
(FROM PG. 1, COL. 5)
and folklove suggest that the
dav
to
day
event
though
we
happen
to
sleep
late
and
m
s
tallied? Scholarships are admit
jn's view. Wondering whether camel will eventually take over. tedly a needed student boost, proverbial boat. Everything is going just fine: Vietn^ f
Benson
often
referred
to
the
terrlf
ie trend would be reversed, he
All|
but should money be spent to green and beautiful as ever, our football team has a
rrote in 1964 "That answer to dangers of big government, but permit people to attend Paci and the people of south Stockton are still as happy as can be.
his question obviously lies he always made an exception fic because they are physically this can be summarized in that immortal phrase: I neve
|
omewhat with the many intell- for national defense. A colonel endowed or because they have apathetic man I didn't like!"
jent idealists who have voted in Army Intelligence during a capacity and willingness to
—CHARLEY THOMPSON
'under he impression that la- World War II. he joined the Re
•or is somehow better than cap- serves after the war and again learn?
My main exposure to Pacific
tal, and that they were aiding rose to the rank of colonel. He
,he ordinary man by voting in was instrumental in beginning is within the Conservatory of
The Pacifican
i number of mildly collectivist ROTC at CMC and its sister in Music which physically is a
stitution, Pomona College. He deteriorated
and
stagnant
neasures.
A Publication of the Pacific Student Association University of the Pacif
"If these intellectual idealists served on the Dept. of Defense wreck. I only hope that the
Office—North Hall—Phone 464-8742 or 464-8M3
ROTC advisory panel from its greater part of this campus is
aegin to learn some of the les
Published on Wednesday and Friday of every five-day academic week durinc .
sons learned since World War H inception in 1950, becoming better off.
by their European counterparts chairman in 1958.
I plead to the people involv Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
that is, the lesson of the dang
Governor Ronald Reagan ap- ed to make the priorities of Pac California, under the Act of March 3, 1879- Member of California IntemolleOTI
Press Association, California Newspaper Publishers Association, a
. .
gefV.l
ers of collectivism to political
pointeed Benson to California's ific just and realistic. We are Collegiate Press. Represented Nationally by National Educational
and social liberty and progress
Coordinating Council for High here to learn. Don't be swayed ices, 18 East 50th Street, New York, New York 10022.
FRANK STRAOSL
there may be some chance of
er Education (CCHE) in 1967. by personal attacks, such as Mr. EDITOR
—
GREENSTRB^
change."
MANAGING EDITOR
PETE NIGGEMAN
Benson
soon
launched
an
at
Lachtman's
which
was
intended
In 1958, representing the
-nnuG CIIAI'MA>|
tack on the University officials to becloud the issues. Rather, BUSINESS MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
LEAH REICHF
American Enterprise Associa
as distortions, but Reagan cited indulge in reason.
FEATURE EDITOR
- T ES'MARGOP!I
tion, Benson went to Washing
these distortions often in his
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
ROGER NADB'ton to oppose federal aid to ed
Randy Dale
SPORTS EDITOR
WILLAM KOLLOC«|
budget fights with the Univer
W
ucation. "Any national grant,"
Conservatory of Music
ADVISOR ..
:
said Benson, "is a camel's nose sity.
jot^of7 democracy, to make their
—

p°ucy

°f p-crastination-

Choleric Draft Director

I

I
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OPINION

Stockton's Finest Ban
Delta BSA Float

Michael Larson
When the Stockton Police forc
ed the BSA float out of the Del
ta College Homecoming Parade
on October 25, a lot of people
got angry. They had good rea
son: the police give no legal
justification for their action, but
simply stated that the float was
in "bad taste."
The float had black men with
guns, cartoons depicting police
men as pigs, and a great big
message to the spectators:
THINK! The Blacks with guns
were seen as a threat, (Penal
Code 417 display of loaded or
unloaded guns in a rude, angry,
or threatening manner was cited
the following day), and the car
toons were considered offensive
(Panel Code 415: offensive con
duct under disturbing the peace
law was also cited the follow
ing day).

Of course the guns were un
loaded, pointed toward the sky,
and the Black men were smil
ing. The cartoons were remov
ed in hopes that the float might
be permitted to go; no dice.
Even without the offensive car
toons even without a 'rude or
hostile' expression on the paraders' faces, the float was a threat.
THINK!
STUDENT REACTION
Woody Smallwood, a member
of the Black Student Associa
tion at Delta College said, "The
message of the float, 'Think',
means in essence that in this
country, which was founded on
liberty, the black people are still
in a liberation struggle. What
the police department did was a
very racist act. In essence, they
were saying 'We know what is
best for you to see." When peo
ple no longer have the right to

NOW OPEN
Stockton's Only Exclusive Pipe Shop

$5.
NAME
1.)

2.)

3.)
4.)
5.)

introductory Offer

$5.

Algerian Briar Pipe
Smoker's Companion
Pipe Cleaners
Trade Winds High Grade
Tobacco Blend
Literature in The Art of Pipe Smoking
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see for themselves, it's a bad
Phil Hutcheon
state of affairs."
Jerry Voyer, a white student
at Delta ©allege, was equally
angry. "It was a clear act of
racism. All the other floats were
"You are young, my son, and, as the years go by, time will
allowed to get through. The po change and even reverse many of your present opinions. Refrain
lice should definitely be repri therefore awhile from setting yourself up as a judge of the high
manded by the city council, but est matters."
—Plato, Laws. 888
I doubt that it will happen; 'of
Plato's advice will no doubt seem archaic to those implacable
fensive behaviour' is in the eyes
young reformers and the corresponding reactionaries who to
of the beholder."
Apparently, the message of gether have made "involvement" the keynote of the decade. Mod
the float didn't get through to eration, once a virtue of high acclaim, now earns only the enven
the policemen's heads. Instead omed scom of activists on both sides of the political spectrum.
though this peaceful demonstra Both sides beleaguer the uncommitted with sophisms, urging him
tion of Black Power was a to shun the safety of the middle of the road. But the fine ideals
uttered in the call to commitment are vastly demeaned by the re
breach of peace. Did they fear fusals
of extremists to respect opposing opinions.
the show of Black Power would
incite a riot?
A flagrant example of the evils of extremism can be drawn
The police weren't the only from the absurd declaration by many young liberals that George
ones who saw the float. A lot of Wallace was a preferable alternative to Richard Nixon or even
people saw the guns, and realiz Hubert Humphrey because, "you know where he stands." An equal
ed this was a show of Black ly ridiculous rationale undelies the tendency among conserva
Power. Some people saw be tives to impute to all black revolutionaries the same degree of
yond the guns, the cartoons, radicalism. The wisdom of Martin Luther King was lost on a large
and the color. They saw the group of Americans, among them many young people, who see an
sign that said THINK! And if "uppity nigger" in every black man.
they saw it, they might have
The formation of stereotypes, however, extends also to the left
thought about themselves, about
black people, white people, and wing, where it is commonly held that every police officer is a
"pig," and that every young man who sports a conspicuously
about why.
clean shirt or a recent haircut is a fascist in the making. An
alarming polarity of opinion afflicts us, and the communication
(FROM PG. 1, COL. 2)
gap broadens daily between the "damn hippies" on one side and
we will never set foot in it the "blankety-blank Birchers"—I leave you to supply your own ad
as long as it remains a soccer jectives—on the other.
field. Let it remain a vacant lot.
Evidence that even apathetic old UOP will be profoundly af
Let the Burns guards play soc
fected by this polarization is provided by entries in the Pacifican's
cer."
You have to live here, read Faculty Forum. Dr. Morearty's defense of his "abusrd SPS" and
the papers and talk to the peo the ensuing bombastic critque of that gallant organization and
ple, to understand the extent its quixotic founder by Mr. Lachtman combine to form a cogent
of Berkley's commitment to Peo demonstration of the abject failure of two men of noble intent to
reach an appreciative understanding of both sides of the issue
ple's Park.
It is a cause that cuts across before them.
all political, racial, generational
Mr. Lachtman makes a valid point when he argues for the
and occupational boundaries. value of an athletic program in the university curriculum. Indeed,
IPC and SDS, streets people and were the democratic process allowed to run its course among Pacif
students, blacks browns yellows ic students in the evaluation of existing programs, it might well be
and whites stand together on decided to abolish not only the SPS but also Callison College in
this issue.
deference to football. The voting in certain precincts with solid
The Regents may disguise the Greek influences would definitely tend to support that projection.
land at Bowditch and Haste as
However, even those of us who are avid football fans must
a vacant lot, a soccer field, a
parking lot. They may try to look beyond the tasteless mockery of the SPS to the even less palat
erect buildings there, or they able reality of educational deficiencies which cannot be corrected
may leave it as an exercise field without substantial revisions in the priority of appropriations at
for the poor cops who get the this university. To those who will take offense at any suggestion of
a decrease in the football allotment, complacently raising Mr.
the land.
Lachtman's
grandiloquent panegyrics in behalf of the characterTo the people of Berkley, it
building
nature
of a game which, "as life itself, obliges its particiwill always be the People's
Park.
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 2)
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(FROM PG, 3, COL. 5)

pants to pit strength and ingenuity against adversity," one may
simply bring forth the discomforting observations made by Jack
Olsen in his controversial series in Sports Illustrated on "The
Black Athlete."

underroad

This series explained how black athletes like Gene Wiley can
parlay four years of college education into the enviable occupa
tion of custodian at the L.A. Forum. And how in the two decades
r hmfi v HEARTS: The following message was recently seen
that black people have been allowed to play pro football there was
£2of the Raymond Provost Lodge, painted on a huge
never a black starting quarterback until last year in Denver, where SeeTofTa pa£r Sch covered the door: "Boya-lt wouU *
Marlin Briscoe got his chance after disabling injuries to the dozen e^er so nice to know you know we're here. Brothers and sisters iS
or two white people playing ahead of him. Despite the enlighten a stoned drag! We're up for a change, let's drop that bag. Really,
ment afforded by this series of articles athletic directors continue
a ffirl out isn't so queer!!
,
to schedule "charcter-building" contests with overtly racist Brig- takine
Curious whether this was a unique complaint or a common
ham Young University. Black athletes continue to be suspended sentiment I spoke to several Raymond girls abuot their social
when they protest racist policy.
lives and'in particular about the dating habits of Raymond guys.
In cataloguing these salient examples of exploitation, I do not The ones I spoke to (hardly a random sample, but an attractive
argue for the abolition of football at UOP. I simply pose a query in one) were generally pessimistic about the situation. "The guys
to the reasons behind the attitude typified by one former Pacific iust sit in their rooms and wait for girls to come up was the com
football star when he labelled the "Black Athlete" series "a bunch plaint of one pretty Raymond freshman. Other girls referred to
of bullshit." He is, of course, entitled to his opinion, but if, as I the guys' unwillinggness to spend money on them: ' Well, I go out
suspect, that opinion is formed on the basis of an incomplete edu enough, but I always have to pay my own way." Most of all. how
cation, an education from textbooks in which Dick and Jane were ever, the girls resented being treated like sisters.
•
•
•
always white, then there is a need to correct the educational pro
Problems like this are not new. At UC Davis last week I heard
cess. When we have acquired the knowledge and the facilities to
educate from both sides, we can then make pleasure our top priori girls living off campus in an apartment airing similar complaints.
And at Stanford, where there have been some very progressive ex
ty. Not before.
periments in coed living, a frequent observation is that in such a
situation relationships tend to remain platonic.
Some psychologists have attributed this to a carryover of the
incest taboo. That is an explanation which readily extends itself
Fudge Brownie Ice Cream to Raymond. The Raymond people think of themselves, for better
or for worse, as a community. Psychologically, the feeling of com
munity is very close to the feeling of family. For some, perhaps,
too close.
Yet I mention all this in the hope that the problem is some
thing less than a deep-seated psychological taboo; rather, perhaps,
one of simple ignorance. Maybe some of the Raymond men (in
deed, maybe many men throughout the campus) simply don't
realize that it makes a girl feel gocd to be taken out. Think what
you will of American dating customs. I didn't invent the game.
I simply suggest that you play it. Maybe you won't like it. But I
have it from the girls' mouths. They will.
•
•
•
If, in preparing for your hypothetical date, you should find
yourself at a loss for something to do, think simple. Go to a movie.
Any movie. Go to a bad movies and laugh. Bad movies like "I am
Curious, Yellow." "Oh, What a Lovely War," and "Barbarella." Or
go to a good movie. And cry. Or get depressed. Or wonder and
The Ice Cream
think and ponder. Good movies that you can appropriately won
Chocolate Lovers Love!
der or depress or cry about include: "2001, A Space Odyssey,"
"Easy Rider." "Goodbye Columbus," "Medium Cool," and "Last
One of 31 Flavers
Summer." The contemporary cinema, or what ever happened to
the happy ending?
There really is a shift in current films toward the "heavy"
movie. And inasmuch as a film conforms to the trend, it becomes
somewhat more analogous to a piece of literature in one aspect.
This is that films today often must be viewed more than once
to be appreciated. And, in being less than superficial, in discard
ing the aged film dictum "explain yourself," the latent meaning
2300 Pacific Avenue
c.f a picture is often most successfully developed through the
rather literary techniques of discussion and analysis.
For example, consider the movie "Last Summer." If you
(See Page 7, Col. 4)

WITH DARELL SHAFFER

i3
Dine Out
In Splendor
Delicious Chinese and
American Cuisine
• LUNCH served Mon.-Sat.
11 to 3
• DINNERS Mon. thu Sat.
5 to 11
• Sun. 4 to 11
Next to K mart

Baskin-Robins

You'll find your favorite books at
Being with each other, doing things together... know
ing that your affection is growing into precious and
enduring love. Happily, all these cherished moments
will be forever symbolized by your diamond engagement
ring. If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag.
you are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond is flawless, of superb color,
and precise modern cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler will
assist you in making your selection ... He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers." Rings from $100 to $10,000.
Illustrations enlarged to show detail.®Trade-mark reg.
A. H. Pond Co., Inc., Est. 1892.
REGISTERED

DIAMOND

RINGS

'"HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING ~]

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage- |
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folclor, bolh for |
|

only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful M-pcge Bricb's Eook.

^KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX £0, SYRACUSE, I.'. Y. 1S201

THE BOOKMARK
Come browse around
103 Pacifc Avenue
Phone 466-0914

ANDERSON Y
Contact the following people
if you are interested in any of
these programs:
Coffee House/Peace Union —
Larry Seidman
Pack Trips—Rick Lapin
BSU—Jon Stanton
Community Involvement Pro
gram—Ivan Allen
Draft Counseling—Stan Stev
ens
Radical students' Union—Co
lin Brockman
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Dr. Hippocrates
and his
Magic Elixir
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Nutcracker is coming again to San Francisco this December.
The SF Ballet, entering its 26th Nutcracker season at the War
Memorial Opera House, is now accepting mail orders tor tickets.
There will be a record 19 performances with the opening on Sat
urday, December 14, 15, 21, 22, 23, 26 through 30 at 2:00 pm. Eve
ning performances are scheduled for December 14, 21, and 28 at
7:00 pm, and December 26 and 27 at 8:30 pm. Special morning per
formances will be given at 11:00 am on December 19, 20, and 24.
Enough of dates. If you can make it into the city Nutcracker
will well-warrant your time. The current production, premiered
two years ago, features the choreography of Lew Christensen and
the extraordinary sets and costumes of Robert O' Hearn. Conduct
ing the Tschaikovsky score will be Gerhard Samuel and Guest
Conductor Earl Barnard Murray.
Virtually all performances in the past have been "standing
room only" so it would be wise to order tickets now. Prices are:
Boxes $6.00, Grand Tier $5.50, Orchestra $5.00, Dress Circle $4.00,
Balcony Circle $3.00, and Balcony $2.50. Mail order with a check
payable to SF Ballet Box Office and enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to S.F. Ballet Box Office, 414 Geary Street,
San Francisco 94102. It might be possible to buy tickets down at
the Weberstown Box Office so you could check there.
•
•
•
Taking a radical turn now we'll move off of Van Ness over to
Winterland. This Thursday finds Led Zeppelin, Isaac Hayes, Rol
and Kirk and Wolf Gang appearing in a Bill Graham/Winterland
production Thursday through Saturday, Nov. 6 through 8. Shows
begins at 8:30. L.Z. needs no mention. Isaac Hayes has an LP,"Hot
Buttered Soul" and is a soul artist of widespread popularity.
Kirk is no less than fantastic. A blind composer-musician, he
breaks down the barriers between jazz and contemporary pop
with his mastery of every reed instrument known to Western
music, sometimes playing three instruments at the same time.
Wolf Gang, a six-man Los Angeles group, specializes in orig
inal material reflecting various influences—country, blues, roc,
Latin rock. This will be their first appearance in the city.
•
•
•
Into books now; if you dig Odd Bodkins in the chronicle you'll
)e interested to hear that Nov. 7 is publication date for a Dan
D'Neill/Odd Bodins book called Hear The Sound of My Feet Walkng . . . Drown The Sound of My Voice Talking. Here's your op>ortunity to follow the death-defying rider of Norton, involved
n a love/hate relationship with the motorcycle cops, the 27
ear-old ex-seminarian grappling with metaphysics, et al.

Learn to
Scuba Dive
Bank
Americard

Master
Charge

ner.
N A S D S CLASSES
START SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15
33-HOUR COURSE
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CALL NOW - CLASSES WILL BE LIMITED

SYD MARDON'S
Swimming
and Diving School
4227 Pacific Avenue

Phone 477-9601

GLUSKIN'S IS WHERE IT'S AT
FAMOUS BRAND CAMERAS
COMPLETE SELECTION OF
ACCESSORIES
DARKROOM SUPPLIES and
SPECIALISTS TO ASSIST YOU
QUALITY-FAST KODAK PROCESSING
"We enjoy Helping You Enjoy
Picture Taking—and Making"

Gluskin's Camera Corner
2034 Pacific Avenue

By Leslie Margulis
Did you bum trip Saturday
night? Is your woman pregnant?
How do you get rid of the clap?
Abigail Van Buren and Ann
Landers waste their limited en
ergies defining "hippy" while
Dr Hippocrates lays it straight
and doesn't bullshit.
He is a thirty four year old
graduate from University of Mi
ami Medical School with an M.A.
in Public Health from Yale. His
column, now published in an
expurguted version in the Sun
day Chronicle), began a few
years back when his nonmedical
friends questioned him about
VD, LSD, and orgiastic sex. At
the time, there was a dearth
of reliable
information on
these subjects.
He asked his personal friend,
Max Shearer, editor of the old
Berkley Barb, if he could do a
column. Max okayed it and soon
Dr. Hippocrates was syndicat
ed in eight underground news
papers.
At that time the doctor
(whose real name is Eugene
Schoenfield) was working at
Stanford Medical School. His
superiors got word that he was
engaged in unorthodox prac
tices. They gave him an ulti
matum and he replied with his
resignation. He is now resident
phyiscian at the Student Health
Service in Berkeley.
Last week I drove the eighty
miles to San Mateo in order to
hear him speak. His appearence is what one would expect
from a successful undergrown
leader — longish hair, turtleneck, and a big hike. At first
glance, he is shy, almost re
ticent.
His demeanor differs greatly
from the exuberance and wit
that spice his column. He fin
ishes his prepared speech and
procceeds to answer letters
written to him
from places
as distant as New York.
Q. How can I get rid of hickies? A. Wear turtlenecks and
makeup. Q. How can I make
love more than four times a
night? A. It's quality that
counts.
The good doctor is natural
ly cool without having the pre
tentions of Tim Leary. The latter's mindless chatterings prov
ed the establishment's most
salient point; that drugs impair
the power of reasoning. Schoen
field advocates not only grass
hut also acid under certain con
trolled conditions. Grove Press
publishes a collection of his
letters, "Dear Dr. Hippocrates—
advice your family doctor never
gave you." It is more than a
reference book, it can be first
aid kit.
SEAMSTRESS
ALTERATION & TAILORING
EVERYTHING IN SEWING
Mrs. Monique Neil
4138 Manchester
Stockton
477-0593
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Fellini Saves
Spirits of The Dead
By Leslie Margins

damned man who is seeking
redemption through alcohol and
"Spirits of the Dead" is a his acting. At one point he
trilogy of short films by three quoted Hamlet; "Life is a tale
different directors loosely based told by an idiot, full of sound
on several Edgar Allan Poe and fury, signifying nothing."
stories. The first two warrant He is looking for the illusive
only brief mention. "Metzenger- meaning of life and in the end
step in", starring Peter and Jane finds his own brand.
Fonda at their worst (best?), is
a romantic story of a spoiled
Fellini's use of color rivals
countess who falls in love with that of a Dali painting—skies
a cousin.
are red, faces are of color grey
Miss Fonda inadvertently kills and people's bloated bodies re
the young man and he returns flect their own corpulent minds.
to life as a black stallion. The The various intricacies of the
two cavort on beaches and English language connot touch
the audience is struck immed the genius of Fellini.
iately by the unimaginative and
If you see one movie this
dull protography.
month, make it 'Spirits of the
The second story, "William Dead." I would advise check
Wilson," directed by Louis Mai ing with your local theatre's
ler, is also about a spoiled in time schedule in order to avoid
dividual (no doubt his parents the first two segments.
did not love him — ho hum).
However in this story he is ac
companied by a Jimminy
Cricket type conscience which
NOW SHOWING
Barbro Streisand
rescues him from performing
Evening performances—8:30
horrendous deeds. I won't dull
Matinee, Wed., Sat. & Sun.—1:30
F U N N Y G i l l
the reader's enthusiasm for this
wonderful, wonderful film by
revealing the ending. Suffice to
say that during the last five
minutes, there won't be one in
dividual in the audience not
bored.
Fredrico Fellini bears more
than a slight resemblance to
NOW THRU THUR
an Italian waiter at a secondGates Open at 6:45
rate spaghetti house. He is also
TOGETHERNESS??
a genius without peer. His seg
Until Death Do We Part!!
ment of the trilogy, "Tony Dam
"BULLITT"
Plues
mit," is one of the most as
"BONNIE
tounding works I have ever
and CLYDE"
seen. To label it brilliant would
In Color
Rated (M)
not do the film justice. I spent
hours trying to understand his
technique and further hours
deciphering the meaning of the
Gates Open at 6:45
film.
NOW THRU THUR
Terrance Stamp, as Toby Dam
mit, is a neurtic Shakespearean
Dick Van Dyke is
actor who travels from his na
"SOME KIND OF NUT"
tive England to Italy in order
with ANGIE DICKINSON
(M)
to accept an award. He is fol
in a bikini
lowed by his version of the girl
Plus This Funny, Funny Movie
on the controversial Blind Faith
"SUPPORT YOUR
album.
LOCAL SHERIFF"
Toby Dammit is indeed a
with JAMES GARNER
Rated
(G)

JENSEN'S
ICE CREAM
of Stockton
"We believe the ice cream parlor
should not be lost in our fastmoving world of take-out, eatand-run restaurants. There is
something so delightful about
an ice cream parlor that Swensen's decided to bring it back.
We like what we've done. We
think you will, too. Come and
see us, and bring that special
friend."
Swensen's Ice Cream
is Good for You!
SHERWOOD PLAZA CENTER
5757 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIF. 95207

(209) 477-4754

Open 6:45
Open Sun 1:45
"THE SUNDANCE KID"
— Also —
"THE SECRET LIFE
OF AN AMERICAN WIFE"
— Next Fri —
"THE LION
IN WINTER"

TONIGHT
Gates Open 6:45
Show Starts 7:00
$2.50 A CARLOAD
(M) In Color
"HELL'S
ANGEL'S '69"
At 9:12
"GOD FORGIVES
I DON'T"
At 10:45
"THE MAD ROOM"
At 7:07

I
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TORONTO RADICAL CONFERENCE
I VRwIl • "

By Rick Fitch
TORONTO — (CPS) — More

than 500 radicals representing
six countries and every conceiv
able political orientation within
the New Left gathered here Oct.
23-26 for what amounted to a
mass psychoanalysis of the stu
dent protest movement.

the

One high school student, in
a moment of enraged poignancy
said "I don't even know wheth
er I'm right or left or what
And you want us to get our
heads bashed in by the Pigs — Juse that because you under
stand, eh? — so we'll hate Pigs
for the rest of our lives. So we
close the Toronto Globe and
Mail.

The issue came to the floor
during Saturday's plenary meet
ing when a member of the SDS
Weathermen faction suggested
the demonstration be conducted
under the Viet Cong flag to show
solidarity with the Third World's
revolutionary struggles. He also
said a U. S. business such as
Standard Oil Company in Tor
onto should be a target since
capitalism is the underlying
force behind all oppression.
Initial debate was limited. But
there followed an outpouring of
resentment against those vague-

on

o{

establishment.

For example, early in the con
ference some delegates decided
to organize
a demonstration
against a Toronto newspaper,
The Globe and Mail. The paper
was judged guilty of whipping
up an atmosphere of fear and
hysterial in the province
of
Quebec by calling members of
the local French liberation move
ment anarchists and nihilists.

Most of the delegates weie
from Canada. Included in this
group were many of the more
"moderate radicals" who deter
mined in large part the direc
tion, scope and tone of the con
ference. They forced purely ideo
logical struggles between the
followers of Marx, Mao, Trosky
and others down to a more per

,p„

ly referred to as leaders of the
lv
movement which wouid drag all
the rest in a flash of fiery
rhetoric out to confront the

„
of mmthe tactics and strategy of com
batting U. S. imperialism, the
conference was plunged into a
deep and introspective exami
nation of fundamental issues.

Meeting at York University's
Glenson College for a conference
titled "Year of the Barricade,
the delegates discussed the feas
ibility of a student-worker alli
ance, women's liberation, cultura' oppression, the value of a lib
eral
university, the
effect
American capitalism on Canada,
and the oppression of French
Canadians in Quebec.

sonal level.
instead of concentrating

,

A girl drew loud applause when
she accused the radical lead
ership of being unable to relate
to people. "This place is God
damn cold," she said. "People
can't be treated as objects to be
manipulated; they have to feel

—

• ni Canada another turmoil of the conferCanadians who control Cana
that
conCerned with woCanadians
that cone*
mer.
ence, VILOIL
ence,
men's liberation. Women attend
inextricably
»*
***** tied wit
ing the conference, acting in a
manner
reminiscent
of
the
Black
Student
Union
at
US
col
P°litical n ZTveriy among
leges handed together and plan
militarism, and poven
the masses at home. They a
ned their action themselves, in
vocated putting abstract theo y viting males if they cared to
into practice by protesting.
come.
About half the delegatesiparfr
The issue was easily the most
cipated in a peaceful marc )
controversial of the conference.
the newspaper Sunday night, During Friday's plenary session
carrying signs
«£
situation disseminated through
the press and supporting the
French liberation movement.
MALE CHAUVINISM
The march was evidence of

Iji

"women's
oppression,"
charges of male chauvinism flew
as fast and hard as did charges
of bourgeois elitism in the more
on

(SEE PG. 7, COL. 1)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO:

things.
Those who had previously tak
en the body's will to demon
strate for granted then turned
their efforts toward convincing
the less radical students of the
need to educate people by hav
ing the action.
Some said that the English

World Campus Afloat
is a college that does more
than broaden horizons.
It sails to them and beyond.
Again in 1970, the World Campus Afloat
program of Chapman College and Associatec
Colleges and Universities will take qualified
students, faculty and staff into the world
laboratory.
Chapman College now is accepting fina
applications for the next three consecutive
semesters: Spring 1970, Fall 1970 and
Spring 1971. Preliminary applications also
may be made for all future semesters.

1

Fall semesters depart New York for port?
in Western Europe and the Mediterranean,
Africa and South America, ending in
Los Angeles. Spring semesters circle the
world from Los Angeles through the Orient,
India and South Africa to New York.
For a catalog and other information,
complete and mail the coupon below.

Art student Leana Leach of Long Beach
sketches ruins of once-buried city during
World Campus Afloat visit to Pompeii.

SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam,
registered in The Netherlands, meets
International Safety Standards for new ships
developed in 1948 and meets 1966 fire
safety requirements.

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
S Director of Student Selection Services
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666

CELANESE FORTREL makes the difference
in these lean line, uncommon slacks that never need
pressing. In a wide choice of colorfully correct
patterns. In fabrics of Fortrel polyester and cotton.
For your nearby store write Don Duncan,
Box 2468, South San Francisco, Calif. 94080.

Please send your catalog and any other material I need to have.
HOME INFORMATION

SCHOOL INFORMATION
Mr.
Miss
Mrs.

"First-

Last Name

Initial

City

Name of School

State

City

Zip

)

Campus Phone (
Area Code
"Year in School

"Zip"

State

Home Phone (
_L
Area Code

Street

Campus Address

Street

Home Address

Approx. GPA on 4.0 Scale

CACTUS CASUALS'

Fortrel® is a trademark of Fiber Industries, Inc.

Jnfo should be sent to campus • home •
Until—
approx. date
I am interested in • Fall

Spring •

fjove®

19_

• I would like to talk to a representative of WORLD
CAMPUS AFLOAT

JOHN FALL'S MEN'S SHOP

2337 Pacific Avenue Stockton, Calif.
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MORE FARCE
(FROM PG. 6, COL. 5)

CULTURAL REVOLUTION

Ideologically oriented sessions.
A woman in the audience said
the protest movement is filled
with male supremists because
Revolution is a virile trap."
ike the manhood rites held
y many Indians and African
ribes, "participation in a revoutionary activity serves as a
est of manhood," she said.

The cultural revolution was
much in evidence at the confer
ence. While some went to a
performance by American folksinger Phil Ocho Friday night
(he donated proceeds to radical
causes), others attended a sort
of participation theatre put on
by a group calling itself the
"Theatre Passe Muraille."

Some males objected to the
Idea of women's liberation on
Ihe grounds that is would split,
hot unify the protest move
ment. Women countered, saying
that females need to be "strong
lutonomous individuals" if the
• evolution is to succeed.

Members of the cast, beating
on pots, garbage can tops, and
other impendimenta of percus
sion, diverted themselves of most
of their clothes and eventually
enticed the audience onto the
stage. They then went outside in
the 30 degree weather to ogle the

m

BANK
OF AMERICA
for the business of living

PERSONAL CHOICE
Checking & Savings
INSTANT CASH
Available Now For College
Students from Bank of America

Herb Albert Record
Only $1.30 ind. tax

LAST SUMMER

moon, then back inside where a
"group grope" was held.

(FROM PG. 4, COL. 5)

haven't seen it, put this down and go see it. If you have, read
on). When the movie was over, you probably left with a feeling.
Or lots of them. Wondering what really happened. Why did Dan
rape Rhoda? Why did Sandy kill the bird? How do the pieces fit
together?

In the women's lounge, a
The movie hints at an idea that helps everything make sense.
group of delegates took up em Remember the scene with the two homosexuals kissing on the
pty soda cans and banged them beach? Sandy wanted to stay, while Dan wanted to leave. It oc
together in an errie- high - Pitch curs to me that Sandy was a latent lesbian. Certainly the sick
ed jungle beat, chanting like ness evident in the group could not be attributed to either of
a hippie named Luchessi who the two males. Peter and Dan, when alone, interacted in a simple
wished to go to bed with this and relatively healthy way. They were just average guys, under
girl whose father, disliking him standable, likeable. Yet, with Sandy their behavior became biz
on sight, bribed the local cops zarre and inscrutable, even to themselves.
to have him jailed.
Sandy was masculine in the way she related to Dan and
Peter: she always insisted in being "in control." This kind of
At the play's conclusion manipulation of people, of minds, is a masculine trait. Yet, not
the audience, perhaps weary only was she masculinely dominant in her relationships, she was
of the conference's factional also constantly trying to prove her femininity (or femaleness).
The fact that she kept Peter and Dan around at the same
ism and glad to be able to
agree on something together, time, both lovers waiting to be loved, indicates a greater than
formed chains of people whirl normal need to display her femininity. Just as some latently
homosexual men run from bed to bed "proving" their masculinity,
ing merrily around the room.
she can never be satisfied with just one man. She needs two, for
Forgotten were the shouted proof.
Sandy is also very coyly berating to Peter and Dan. For
epithets that had filled the con
ference meeting hall in past instance, in the scene where they smoke pot, she manages to
tortuously point out a pimple on Dan's nose, and dandruff in
days and charges and counter Peter's
hair. As she tears them down, playing on their teenage
charges that certain persons insecurities, she at the same time builds herself up. Whenever
were bourgeois elitest male she takes off her bikini top, she is perfectly aware of her effect
chauvinist counterrevolutionary on Peter and Dan. She does so neither to impress not to please
neo-imperialist devisionist re them; rather, she does it to control them.
formist crypto-fasicst liberal
And that is the main point. That she did, in fact, control
bullshitters.
them. And that Dan did not rape Rhoda. Sandy did. It has been
observed that married homosexual men sometimes obtain grati
Forgotten, too, was the enmity fication by watching their wives have intercourse with other men.
against the conference organi Is it less conceivable to suggest that Sandy found pleasure in
zations who issued admission watching Dan, over whom she had already demonstrated her
tickets, excluded from the con control, rape Rhoda? I think not.
ference were the very workers
•
•
•
who are being sought as allies
In any case, my point is well illustrated. Movies are getting
to the students, and posted heavier all the time. And the girls are just waiting in line to be
secret guards at the plenary taken out. So take a girl out on a date. Or, if you want to get
sessions to make sure no un really heavy, take two . . .
—D.S.
authorized persons got in.

How to Wreccgmze a Wreal
Wrangler

You have to look for the "W"
because it's silent

All of our jeans have the
"W" stitched on in plain
sight, but we're a little more
modest with other kinds of
Wranglers. They're made
just as well and they fit just
as well, but the "W" is
tucked away on a tag or
label. You'll find it's worth
looking for.
This permanently creased and
permanently pressed canvas
weave jean is $5.50. Pile lined,
Western jacket $15.95. Shirt
about $5.00. Hondo® perma
nently pressed continental
slacks $5.00. Knit shirt $8.00.
All in carefree Fortrel polyester
and cotton.

Wrangler Jeans
and Mr.WranglerSportswear
in Celanese Fortrel®
• tKf eitrc ec*.t. mc,
rcRtRti 9 ts a n»«oe»«A*it or riser fwovsriNO. me.
#
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FOOTBALL TEAM
HEADS SOUTH
By

IB

\
i

" H

Roger

Tomorrow night the Univer
sity of the Pacific football team
takes on the biggest challenge
it has had in recent years. The
Tigers meet the undefeated San
Diego State College Aztecs in
San Doego
Pacific is coming off a mis
take-ridden 27-20 win over Wash
ington State University, while
the Aztecs beat Fresno State Col
lege 48-20 last Saturday. Keep
to mind that the Tigers beat
Fresno some weeks ago 40-21,
and that should give some in
dication of the caliber San
Diego holds.

INJURIES
In addition to the many mis
takes UOP made last week, the
team was also the victims oi
some injuries, and they may be
the key to an Interesting game
tomorrow night. Fullback A1
Namanny,
Pacific's
leading
rusher and bull of the back
field, did not even make the
Washington trip due to a knee
injury.
Ta If back Cal Rogers suffered
a muscle pull early in the
Cougar contest, and his play
will be hampered, at best. Even
Dean Lazzarini, another break
away threat, was not at full
strength last week, though he
should be by game time. The
rest of the team seems to be
in full health.
AWARDS
Though last week's game was
dominated by players who usual
ly remain in the shadows, UOP
still managed to gain represen
tation in the Player-Of-The-

Nadel

Week polls held around the
state. Guard Player of the week
for the game against Washing
ton State, in which he seeming
ly wrestled a pass away from
a defender and took off for a
30 yard gain on the play. Possib
ly the most interesting sidelight
of the episode was the head
fake he used to jock out a
Cougar defender.
Quarterback Mick Ackley, who
entered the game midway into
the second period in place of
John Read, and later threw 13
completed passes for over 200
yards, was named Northern Cal
ifornia Co-Back of the week,
along with Miles Moore of Stan
ford Ackley also scored two
touchdowns, and set up two
field goals for Steve Schroder,
in accounting for a majority of
the 27 point scored by the Tig
ers.
AZTECS
San Diego State has one of
the most potent offenses in the
nation. Quarterback
Dennis
Shaw has thrown 18 touchdown
passes in six games thus far.
His receivers, led by Tom Rey
nold, match up to the task. But
the Aztecs do not stop merely
at offense, for they are also
in the top five In the country
as far as defense is concerned.
This is no fluke — the Aztecs
have won 40 of their last 42
games.
Gametime is 8:00 p. m. to
morrow night, and there are
1,000 student tickets available in
San Diego. The stadium holds
50,000 people. The game is also
on radio.
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Basketball Practice BeginsFirst Game November 25 vs. Frosh
I II
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By Kip Fogarty

With seven returning letter
men and some fine prospects up
from last year's frosh squad, the
basketball outlook at Pacific is
a bright one for the coming season.
Coach Dick Edwards, beginning his seventh year as head
basketball coach, is elated at
the talent and performance of
his team after three weeks of
drills which began on October
15. Winning
is a habit with
Edwards who has completed an
overall 109 51 record while at
pacific. This includes two WCAC
championships.
The returning lettermen in
clude: 6'8" senior captain Bill
Strieker, 6' 9" senior Tom Jones,
6' 6" senior Joel Perisho,
6' 7" junior Pete Jensen, 6' 3
senior Don Miller, 6' 2" junior
Robbie Sperring, and 5' IT sen
ior Bill Clapperton. Also return
ing are junior Paul Scheiderrer
and Bog Thomason..
Sophomores who played on last
years' frosh team include John
Gianelli and Mark Bock, both
measuring in at a soaring 6' 9
and Roy Ghieggeri and Pat
Douglas who are "mere" six
KICKERS

UOP takes UCSC
Continuing its successul cam
paign, the UOP Varsity Soccer
Team defeated UC Santa Cruz,
5-1, at Santa Cruz. Sat., Nov. 1.
Displaying its coordinating
tactics and better preparation,
UOP dominated the plays
throughout the game. The goals
scored by Wilson, Olgaiser, Duk.
and Custello set UOP in the
lead after UC Santa Cruz scor
ed an opening goal.
With various changes for rest
and recovery of the players the
team set up a strong defense,
aiding the halfbacks and the
forwards in their attack.
Being unable to score or de
fend UC Santa Cruz roughed
the players causing the ex
pulsion of some of UOP's full
backs.
Both teams missed penalty
shots, resulting in a lower score
and a disappointment for the
spectators.
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By Ken Blakey
The water polo team played
three matches last week and
won two and lost two.
They had a match with Hayward State hut State forfeited
or as Coach Rose said "they
played like a chicken and laid
an egg." It seems Hayward
State has economical problems
and could not come up for the
game. They did not bother to
call and tell Rose. Rose said
he phoned them to tell them
how to find Stagg High, where
the meet was to be held, and
then they told him they weren't
coming.
LOSE TWICE
In other games the team lost
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UCSB,, ranked
in the
ranked sixth in the country,
8-5. In the Stanford game UOP
five of the seven starters foul
ed out. After that the team had
problems. For his fine perform
ance against Stanford Bog Hillman was honored as WAP CAT
of the week. This week's award
is a form bathing suit.
DEFEAT OREGON
In the other game UOP heat
Oregon. 9-2, with. Hillman and
Rex Perschnick scoring twice.
The team's overall record is
now 11-8.
Rose said the team is prepar
ing for the West Coast Champ
ionships, in which twelve teams
will participate. Rose, natural
ly, predicts victory for his team-
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CATHOLIC FOLK MASS, Sun., 11:00. Top
of the the Y, oil ore welcome.
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Water Polo Players
Lose 1st League Game

An unusual delay was caused
by a frightened horse, which
had thrown its rider and gallop
ed through the field.
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ASIAN AMERICAN CONFERENCE,
College, Nov. 8 & 9, all day.

Price Barrier

NEXT K-MART

Ill

This game gives UOP 6 wins,
and 3 losses.

Sherwood Plaza Barber Shop

PHONE 478-6989
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Coach Edwards is pleased with
footers. Ron Victor, recently out the progress of
Gianelli, a
of the service, has also joine
Stockton product who had a
the Tigers squad.
impressive debut at Pacific list
The Tigers will have one of year on the front squad.
the tallest front lines in the
The frosh basketball team,
country, though at tbls potot coached by Dennis Willens as
the starting lineup is anything sisted by Pat Foley, will pro
but definite. There is tremend- vide the first opposition for
out competition on the practice the varsity at the end of the
court as all five starting posi month. Willens also has the
tions are open, possibly with the winning habit, compiling a fine
exception of Strieker at one of record while leading the frosh
the forward spots. Douglas, at pacific. Foley, a varsity stand
Sperring,
Clapperton,
and out last season, came close to
Thomason are all capable o making it with the San Francis
starting at the guard positions co Warriors of the National
while Strieker, Perisho, Jensen Basketball Association this fall.
and Miller are fighting for start
It is no secret that the Santa
ing positions at forward. Tom Cruz Broncos will provide the
Jones and John Giaenlli are stiffest competition for the
going to play the center posi Tigers cagers will be against
tion.
Santa Clara in Stockton. And, as
Strieker, an engineering ma many visiting basketball squads
jor from Quincy, California, is have found in the past, any
the team captain and leading thing can happen in Stockton
scorer from last season s team
Auditorium.
which compiled a 17-9 record Civic
The varsity will open the reg
overall and a 9-5 league record.
ular season in December 2 at
Averaging around 18 points a Cal Hayward State. The first
game last year, Strieker once
U C Santa Barbara in Stock
hit 44 points to break the school
ton on Jan. 3, 1970 and the
scoring record for a single game
drive for the WCAC crown will
and another time
netted 39

Delta

UNIVERSITY PARISH, Morrris Chapel, 11
a.m.. Sun., "Vietnam Moratorium," Rev.
Stan Stevens & John Ellington.
IS YOUR HOBBY PHOTOGRAPHY?? Earn
fro SI-SI0 per hour. Call 462-1380

EXCELLENT DEEP POWER SKIS for sale. Top
condition. HEAD stand. A great second
pair. Only $45. Call 463-1947
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED, private
available, share expenses. Call
61 97, male or female.

rooff
464-

EXCELLENT RADIO for sale, good condr
.tion, reasonable, see Mrs. Lentz, We5
Hall.

BE MODEST-BUY CURTAINS. For Informa
tion call 477-5624 and ask for Joe Mul
ligan.

PANTY RAIDERS: We're still anxious!*
awaiting your presence, from the g'r
of East Covell.

HELP WANTED: Guitor or piano players,
singers or bonds to play in ski area on
selected weekends. Write Little Lodge,
Beor Valley, Calif. 95223.

HAWAII, 2 wks, $296. Includes cor, air
fare, voyage. Write Don Gardiner, Bo1
553, Aromas, Calif. 95204.

FAR-OUT COFFEE HOUSE-Free Union Cof
fee House, Fri., 9-12, Top of the Y, Free
love, Entertainment from the city. Only
25c, C H E A P !

• • J. L. W. •WHERE ARE YOU? * • j
FROM A
PATRIOTIC ORGAIZATION

MEN OF OUR FOOTBALL TEAM, congrats
on a game well fought. Kill San Diego.

VOX 12 String Guitar. Hard case. Acous
tic or electric. Excellent condition. Co
Pat Penny, 462-9502.
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